Abstract
Introduction
Transport systems integrate operating system services (such as memory and process management) together with communication protocol processing mechanisms (such as connection management, data transmission control, and error protection) to support distributed applications running on local and wide area networks. The demand for many types of distributed multimedia applications 1 is expanding rapidly, and application requirements and usage patterns are undergoing significant changes. When coupled with the increased channel speeds and services offered by high-performance networks, these changes are taxing the capabilities of existing transport systems to process application data at the network channel speeds. This paper examines six key transport system services that support bandwidth-intensive, multimedia applications such as medical imaging, scientific visualization, full-motion video, and tele-conferencing. These applications possess quality-of-service (QoS) requirements that differ greatly from traditional data applications such as remote login, email, and file transfer. For example, multimedia applications involve combinations of requirements such as extremely high throughput (full-motion video), strict real-time delivery (manufacturing control systems), low latency (on-line transaction processing), low delay jitter (voice conversation), capabilities for multicast (collaborative work activities) and broadcast (distributed name resolution), highreliability (bulk data transfer), temporal synchronization (tele-conferencing), and some degree of loss tolerance (hierarchically-coded video). Applications also impose different network traffic patterns. For instance, some applications generate highly bursty traffic (variable bit-rate video), some generate continuous traffic (constant bit-rate video), and others generate short, interactive, request-response traffic (network file systems using remote procedure calls (RPC)). 
Transport System Architecture Levels of Abstraction
Transport system architectures provide an integration framework for implementing end-to-end network protocols that support distributed multimedia applications operating over high-performance networks. This framework coordinates both the hardware resources and software abstractions that implement protocol graphs [10] . A protocol graph expresses the hierarchical relations between protocols in protocol families such as the Internet, OSI, XNS, and SNA. For example, Figure 1 depicts a protocol graph containing certain Internet and OSI protocols. Each node in the protocol graph constitutes a network protocol such as RPC/XDR, TCP, IP, TP4, or CLNP. Moreover, each protocol contains one or more "sessions" (not shown in the figure) that constitute local end-points of distributed communication. Protocol graphs are implemented by combining services provided in the transport system architecture. Transport systems may be modeled as nested virtual machines, which express the different levels of abstraction in their architecture. Each virtual machine level is characterized by the services it exports to the surrounding levels. For example, the model depicted in Figure 2 represents an abstraction of hardware and software services common to existing transport systems. Although certain transport systems bypass or combine adjacent levels for performance reasons [11, 12] , Figure 2 provides a concise model of the relationships between major transport system services.
It is important to recognize that the hierarchical relationships expressed by the protocol graph in Figure 1 are orthogonal to the levels of abstraction that model the services in the transport system virtual machine shown in Figure 2 . In particular, the transport system services shown in Figure 2 are used to implement the protocol graphs shown in Figure 1 . The following paragraphs briefly summarize the application interface, session architecture, protocol family architecture, and kernel architecture levels in the transport system.
Application Interface
The outermost-level of the transport system is the application interface. Since protocol software often resides within the protected address space of an operating system, application programs utilize this interface as a "service access point" to interact with inner-level transport system services. The application interface exchanges data and control information with session architecture services that perform connection management, option negotiation, data transmission control, and error protection. BSD UNIX sockets, System V UNIX TLI, and the V kernel UIO [13] are examples of application interfaces.
Performance measurements indicate that traditional application interfaces account for approximately 30 to 40 percent of the overall transport system overhead [2, 14] . Much of this overhead results from the memoryto-memory copying and process synchronization that occurs between application programs and the inner-
Session Architecture
The second outer-most level of the transport system is the session architecture. The session architecture provides "end-to-end" network services to applications. Session architecture services are associated with protocol sessions, which are local end-points of distributed communication. Sessions consist of data structures that store context information and subroutines that implement the end-to-end protocol state machine operations (note that a session is not precisely equivalent in meaning to the ISO OSI "session layer").
Session architecture services help satisfy end-to-end application quality-of-service requirements. These requirements involve levels of throughput, latency, and reliability that are essential for efficient application performance over high-performance networks [16] . Quality-of-service is affected by session architecture services that manage connections (e.g., opening and closing end-to-end network connections, and reporting and updating connection context information), reliability (e.g., computing checksums, detecting mis-sequenced or duplicated messages, and performing acknowledgments and retransmissions), and end-to-end flow and congestion (e.g., advertizing the available sliding window size and tracking round-trip delays). In addition, session architecture services also manage protocol interpreters (e.g., controlling transitions in a transport protocol's state machine) and presentation services (e.g., encryption, compression, and network byte-ordering conversions). [17, 18, 19] survey various session architecture issues in greater detail.
Protocol Family Architecture
The protocol family architecture provides intra-protocol and inter-protocol services that commonly occur between and within nodes in a protocol graph. Intra-protocol services manage the creation and destruction of sessions (which, in turn, are managed by the session architecture described above). Inter-protocol services involve message management, multiplexing and demultiplexing, and layer-to-layer flow control.
The difference between the session architecture and protocol family architecture services corresponds roughly to the x-kernel's distinction between session objects and protocol objects [2] . Session architecture services manage the end-to-end processing activities for network connections, whereas protocol family architecture services manage the layer-to-layer processing activities that occur in multi-layered protocol graphs. In some cases, these activities are entirely different (e.g., the presentation services provided by the session architecture such as encryption, compression, and network byte-ordering are unnecessary in the protocol family architecture), and in other cases different mechanisms are used to implement the same abstract service. An example of the latter point is illustrated by examining several mechanisms that implement flow control. End-to-end flow control is a session architecture service that typically employs sliding window or rate control schemes to synchronize the amount of data exchanged between sender(s) and receiver(s) communicating at the same protocol layer (e.g., between two TCP connection end-points residing on different hosts). Layer-tolayer flow control, on the other hand, is a protocol family architecture service that typically uses "high-and low-water marks" to regulate the amount of data exchanged between adjacent layers in a protocol graph (e.g., between the TCP and IP STREAM modules in System V STREAMS).
There are several general reasons for distinguishing between session and protocol family architectures. For example, end-to-end flow control requires distributed context information, whereas layer-to-layer flow control does not. Moreover, session architecture services often also involve shared state within a particular session, whereas protocol family architecture services generally do not. Finally, protocol family architecture services are often reusable across a wide-range of communication protocols, whereas session architecture services tend to be reusable within a particular class of protocols. For instance, practically all communication protocols require some form of message buffering support (which is a protocol family architecture service). However, not all communication protocols require retransmission, flow control, or connection management support. In addition, particular protocols may only work with certain types of session architecture services (such as TCP, which requires sliding-window flow control and cumulative acknowledgment).
Kernel Architecture
The kernel architecture provides services that manage the underlying hardware resources (e.g., CPU(s), primary and secondary storage, and various I/O devices such as network controllers). These services include support for concurrent execution of multiple protocol tasks on uni-and multi-processors, event handling, and virtual memory management. Implementing kernel architecture services efficiently is crucial to transport system performance since the application interface, session architecture, and protocol family architecture levels ultimately operate by using these services.
The primary distinction between the protocol family architecture and kernel architecture is that the kernel services are also utilized by user application processes and other OS subsystems such as the windowing or file subsystems. protocol family architecture services, on the other hand, pertain to network protocols and distributed applications. Note that the term "kernel architecture" is used in this paper to identify services that form the "nucleus" of the transport system. However, protocol and session architecture components may actually reside inside the OS kernel (BSD UNIX [8] , and System V UNIX [7] ), in user-space (Mach [20] and the Conduit [9] ), in either location (e.g., the x-kernel [2] ), or in off-board processors (Nectar [21] and VMP [4] ).
As shown by the shaded portions of Figure 2 , this paper focuses on the protocol and kernel architectures. A thorough discussion of the application interface and session architecture levels is beyond the scope of this paper; they are included in Figure 2 for completeness and to provide a context for discussing the other levels. Section 3.1 describes the key kernel architecture dimensions in detail and Section 3.2 describes the key protocol family architecture dimensions in detail.
Category

Dimension
Subdimension Alternatives Table 1 presents a taxonomy of six key kernel architecture and protocol family architecture services that support the layer-to-layer computing requirements of protocol graphs on source and destination hosts. The following section explains the classification of transport system services presented in Table 1 .
Kernel Architecture Dimensions
As described below, the kernel architecture provides the process architecture, event management, and virtual memory remapping services utilized by the protocol family architecture.
The Process Architecture Dimension
The process is a fundamental kernel architecture abstraction. A process consists of a collection of resources, along with one or more threads of control [20] . Process resources include CPU(s), virtual memory, file and I/O device descriptors, and access rights to other OS resources. Threads of control act as separate instruction pointers within a shared address space. A thread maintains information (such as a run-time stack of subroutine activation records) that represents its current execution state. This state information allows the OS scheduler to suspend and resume processes and threads transparently. A process architecture involves the binding of processes with various aspects of communication functionality. In particular, process architectures associate logical and/or physical processes together with various protocol entities such as messages, layers, tasks, and connections to coordinate the concurrent activities of multiple processes that execute the application interface, session architecture, and protocol family architecture services. For example, several active network connections may exchange messages concurrently with peer sessions on remote hosts. Likewise, within a particular session, multiple processing activities may run concurrently computing checksums, locating session control blocks, and estimating round-trip times, and performing segmentation and reassembly, etc.
As described below, the process architecture affects the transport system performance significantly. In addition, a well-designed process architecture simplifies the design and implementation of transport system software without degrading application performance. The following section describes three different concurrency models, compares and contrasts horizontal and vertical process architecture models, and discusses several models for mapping process architectures onto multiple processing elements.
(1) Concurrency Models: Heavy-weight processes, light-weight processes, and coroutines are concurrency models used to implement transport system process architectures. Each model exhibits different performance characteristics and allows different levels of control over process management activities like scheduling and synchronization. Using multiple processes to program concurrent protocol and session services is often less error-prone compared with synchronizing and scheduling these services via interrupts in a single process. However, to support concurrent processing efficiently, the overhead from (1) preempting, rescheduling, and synchronizing executing processes and (2) serializing access to shared resources must be minimized. The following paragraphs describe each concurrency model:
Heavy-Weight Processes: Heavy-weight processes (HWPs) typically reside in separate virtual address spaces managed by the OS kernel. Synchronizing, scheduling, and exchanging messages between HWPs involves context switching. Context switching is a relatively expensive operation in many operating systems. Therefore, HWPs may not be an effective choice for executing multiple fine-grain protocol processing activities concurrently.
Light-Weight Processes:
Light-weight processes (LWPs) are often referred to as threads. LWPs may be implemented in kernel-space, user-space, or some hybrid configuration [22] . Unlike HWPs, multiple LWPs usually share an address space. This sharing reduces the overhead of thread creation, synchronization, and scheduling for several reasons: (1) context switching between LWPs is less time-consuming than HWPs (e.g., there is less context information to store and retrieve) and (2) it may not be necessary to perform a "mode switch" between kernel-and user-mode when scheduling and executing an LWP.
Coroutines:
In the coroutine model, the programmer (rather than the OS scheduler) explicitly chooses the next coroutine to run at certain synchronization points. Synchronization points occur when a coroutine C 1 "suspends" its activities to allow another coroutine C 2 to execute. At some later point, coroutine C 2 may "resume" control to coroutine C 1 . Coroutines allow programmers the flexibility of scheduling processes in any desired manner. However, programmers are also responsible for handling all the scheduling details, while avoiding starvation or deadlock. Furthermore, coroutines only support "interleaved process execution." This permits only one process to run at a given time, thereby limiting the benefits of parallel processing.
In order to produce efficient transport systems, it is important to match the selected process architecture with the appropriate concurrency model. In particular, it appears that LWPs are a more appropriate mechanism for implementing process architectures than are HWPs, since minimizing context switching overhead is essential for high-performance [2] .
(2) Process Architecture Models: Process architectures are implemented using the concurrency models described above. Figure 3 illustrates two basic process architecture models: horizontal and vertical. 2 These two models differ in terms of their structure and their performance. However, the architectures are logically equivalent, and it is possible to implement protocol families such as the Internet stack or OSI stack with either approach.
In addition, vertical or horizontal process architectures may be implemented on either single-or multithreaded uni-or multi-processors. On multi-processors, the separate processes and/or threads may execute in parallel. However, the level of parallelism is constrained by the number of processing elements, as well as the synchronization, interprocess communication, and scheduling overhead.
Horizontal Process Architectures:
Horizontal process architectures correspond closely to standard layered protocol family specifications such as the ISO OSI and Internet reference models. Figure 3 (1) illustrates a hypothetical horizontal process architecture where three user processes P 1 ; P 2 ; and P 3 exchange messages using RPC/XDR, which, in turn, utilizes the underlying TCP, UDP, and IP protocols. In this model, each protocol layer is encapsulated by one or more lightweight or heavy-weight processes (depicted as dottedlines that surround the protocol components). These processes send and receive messages in a "pipelined" As messages flow between processes, each protocol layer performs its operations on the messages and then multiplexes or demultiplexes them into message queues connected to an adjacent node in the protocol graph. Memory-to-memory copying should be minimized to improve performance when passing messages between processes.
Horizontal process architectures have several advantages. First, their close correspondence to layered protocol specifications simplifies their design and implementation [25] . Second, each protocol component manages its active sessions within one process address space. This reduces synchronization complexity when multiple messages are bound for the same session, since only a single process controls the internal data structures of a particular protocol component.
However, horizontal process architectures also have several disadvantages. First, the amount of parallelism provided by a horizontal process architecture may be rather limited if there is only a one-to-one correspondence between processes and protocol layers. In particular, most existing protocol families specify relatively few protocol layers. For instance, the Internet reference model has four layers (data link, network, transport, and application) and the OSI reference model has seven layers (physical, data link, network, transport, session, presentation, and application). A second disadvantage stems from the context switching, scheduling, and synchronization overhead incurred as messages flow up and down between protocol layers. Figure 3 (2) illustrates a vertical process architecture that implements the same protocol graph as Figure 3 (1). In this vertical approach, a separate process is associated with each incoming and outgoing message [2, 5] . Each process escorts its message through the protocol graph within a single address space, delivering the message "down" to a network interface or "up" to an application. Note that there are other ways to organize vertical process architectures such as connectional parallelism shown in Figure 5 .
Vertical Process Architectures:
Vertical process architectures have several advantages compared to horizontal approaches. First, there is greater potential for exploiting available parallelism, since every arriving and departing message may be associated with its own process [5] . This increased parallelism also facilitates load balancing, which may improve overall transport system throughput. For example, if processes are implemented carefully on a multiprocessor, each incoming message may be dispatched to an available processing element. Second, since vertical process architectures multiplex and demultiplex messages between protocol layers residing in the same address space, synchronous intra-process upcalls and subroutine calls may be used to communicate between the layers. This is more efficient than using inter-process message queues, where exchanging messages between layers in different processes incurs additional context switch overhead [2] . Finally, vertical process architectures do not impose a total ordering on messages bound for the same session. This is advantageous for network protocols that (1) require only partial orderings between messages (such as the Psync protocol [26] that uses partial orderings to implement efficient "many-to-many" group communication) or (2) utilize application level framing [11] , which maintains application data unit boundaries throughout layered protocol processing stages. Vertical process architectures also possess several disadvantages, however. First, performance may suffer if the OS kernel is unable to efficiently associate a process with each message. This is particularly problematic when system communication loads are high and message arrival and departure times are close together. One solution is to cache processes in a "process pool" and recycle them for subsequent messages [2] . However, these cached processes may sit idle when overall system communication activity is light. This "ties up" OS resources like memory buffers and process table entries, which may be needed by other OS subsystems and applications. Second, complex interactions between messages and sessions at the receiver(s) may increase synchronization overhead and shared memory contention. For example, multiple messages bound for the same higher-layer sessions must coordinate and synchronize to share session context information correctly between multiple cooperating processes.
(3) Parallelism Models: Mapping Process Architectures onto Multiple Processing Elements:
A process architecture is a "logical" model that may or may not be implemented on multiple processing elements (PEs). Various alternatives have been proposed for mapping horizontal and vertical process architectures onto multiple PEs [3, 5, 27, 28] . Several criteria must be considered when mapping a process architecture onto multiple PEs [5] . First, the selected process architecture should support a large degree of parallelization. All other factors held equal, a process architecture that utilizes only two PEs is not likely to scale up as well as one that utilizes dozens of PEs effectively. Second, overall throughput will suffer if too much time is spent coordinating activities between PEs. Therefore, a process architecture should minimize overhead from interprocess communication and synchronization. Finally, processing loads should be distributed carefully between multiple PEs to reduce bottlenecks caused by memory and bus contention.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate four models of process architecture parallelism: (1) layer parallelism, (2) task parallelism, (3) connectional parallelism, and (4) message parallelism. Each parallelism model is discussed in the paragraphs below:
Layer Parallelism: Layer parallelism is a straight-forward implementation of a horizontal process architecture. As shown in Figure 4 (1), a PE is associated with each layer in the protocol graph. Messages flow through the layers in a coarse-grain "pipelined" manner. Inter-layer buffering and flow control may be necessary since each processing stage in the pipeline may not execute at the same rate. Layer parallelism benefits greatly from shared memory, which reduces data copying costs when moving messages between PEs. The primary advantage of layer parallelism is the simplicity of its design. The primary disadvantages are (1) the limited parallelism (i.e., limited by the number of protocol layers) and (2) the high communication overhead (i.e., the cost of synchronization and moving messages between layers).
Task Parallelism: This approach utilizes multiple PEs to perform multiple "fine-grain" protocol processing tasks in parallel. Task parallelism is somewhat orthogonal to the "vertical/horizontal" distinction, since PEs may be associated with protocol processing tasks in various protocol layer, message, or connection configurations. Figure 4 (2) illustrates a task parallelism configuration where multiple PEs cooperate to perform protocol processing tasks in parallel on messages flowing through the transport system. These protocol tasks include (1) error protection (e.g., detecting and reporting corrupted or out-of-sequence packets), (2) checksum computation, (3) header composition and decomposition (e.g., address resolution and demultiplexing), (4) segmentation and reassembly, (5) routing, and (6) flow control. In theory, a major advantage of this approach is the performance improvement gained from utilizing multiple PEs. In practice, however, many protocol processing tasks are interdependent, particularly those involving error detection. Therefore, it is difficult to completely eliminate the overhead from memory contention and synchronization. Proposed strategies for handling these interdependencies include pipelining the message processing [27, 28] and/or computing multiple tasks in parallel, discarding the final results if errors are detected at intermediate stages [3, 29] .
A variation of layer and task parallelism is called directional parallelism. This approach dedicates two PEs per-protocol layer, one for sending messages and another for receiving messages. Although this model is also relatively simple to design, it provides only a multiplicative increase in parallelism compared to layer parallelism. Another disadvantage occurs for protocols that require cooperation between their sending and receiving PEs [28] . For example, TCP "piggy-backs" acknowledgments for incoming segments on outgoing data segments and control messages, thereby introducing communication overhead between the sending and receiving PEs. Finally, as with layer parallelism, directional parallelism does not facilitate PE load balancing, since PEs are dedicated to specific protocol layers.
Connectional Parallelism:
Connectional parallelism is a vertical process architecture model that allocates a separate PE for each active connection. Figure 5 (1) illustrates this approach, where connections C 1 ; C 2 ; C 3 , and C 4 are each associated with a separate PE that processes all messages addressed to that connection. This approach is useful for servers that manage many open connections simultaneously. The advantages of connectional parallelism are (1) the degree of parallelism in this approach is a function of the number of active connections rather than the number of layers, (2) inter-layer communication overhead is reduced (since moving between protocol layers may avoid context switches), and (3) unlike layer, directional, and task parallelism, the synchronization and communication overhead is relatively low within a given connection. However, one disadvantage is the difficulty of balancing PE loads. For example, a bandwidth-intensive connection (such as full-motion video) may swamp its PE with messages, even though other PEs are tied up services less active or idle connections. Moreover, as discussed in Section 3.2.2, this approach is violates certain assumptions regarding transparent demultiplexing of protocol and session addresses in a layered protocol graph.
Message Parallelism: Figure 5 (2) depicts message parallelism, which is a vertical process architecture model that associates a separate PE with each incoming or outgoing message. These messages are typically stored in shared memory buffers, and a reference for the message is passed to the next available PE, which performs all the protocol processing operations on the message. The advantages of message parallelism are similar to connectional parallelism. Moreover, the degree of parallelism is potentially higher (being a function of the number of messages exchanged, rather than the number of layers or connections). Finally, processing loads may be balanced more evenly between PEs. However, one disadvantage is the overhead of synchronizing messages bound for the same higher-layer session. This synchronization overhead results from mutual exclusion primitives that serialize access to shared resources (such as memory buffers and session control blocks used to reassemble protocol segments bound for the same higher-layer session). Additional overhead may also occur from memory and bus contention between the multiple PEs [5] . Figure 6 plots the relative position of the four parallelism models in terms of their granularity (ranging from "coarse-grained" to "fine-grained") and their process architecture (i.e., horizontal vs. vertical). Granularity is a function of both the task size associated with each PE and the number of PEs involved. In general, coarse-grained approaches such as layer and connectional parallelism are simpler to design and implement than the finer-grain approaches such as message and task parallelism, since there is less interaction between the PEs. However, coarse-grain approaches are also typically less scalable, in terms of their available parallelism. For example, both the layer and task models possess only a fixed amount of parallelism, which corresponds to the number of protocol layers and protocol task, respectively. On the other hand, the parallelism available in the connectional and message models varies according to the number of connections and messages, respectively.
The Event Management Dimension
The kernel architecture event manager provides time-related services for user applications, as well as for the application interface, session architecture, and protocol family architecture transport system levels. A typical event manager interface is designed as an Abstract Data Type (ADT) with three basic services: (1) registering subroutines (called "event handlers") that will be executed at some user-specified time in the future, (2) canceling a previously registered event handler, and (3) invoking an event handler when its "time-toexecute" occurs. It is important that all three services are performed efficiently, particularly when many event handlers are registered. Moreover, to support multimedia and/or constrainted latency applications, the variance between the service execution times should also be minimized. The event manager ADT is implemented via the underlying hardware's interrupt-driven clock mechanism. On each "clock-tick" the event manager checks whether any of the registered events must be executed. If one or more events must be run, the event manager invokes the associated event handler. Different event management mechanisms include delta lists [30] , timing wheels [31] , and heap-based [32] and list-based [8] callout queues. The following two dimensions differentiate these mechanisms:
(1) Search Structure ADT: Several data structures are commonly used to implement the different event management ADT mechanisms. One simple approach sorts the events by their time-to-execute value and stores them in an array [33] . A variant on this approach (used by delta lists and list-based callout queues) replaces the array with a sorted linked list, thereby reducing the overhead of adding or deleting an arbitrary event [30] . A third approach (used by heap-based callout queues) employs a priority queue ADT called a "heap" [32] . Using a heap instead of a sorted list or array reduces the average-and worst-case time complexity for inserting or deleting an entry from O(n) to O(lg n). In addition to improving performance, heaps also reduce variance for transport systems that register and execute a large number of event handlers during a given time period.
(2) Time Relationships: A second aspect of event management involves "time relationships," i.e., whether relative or absolute time is used to sequence events. Relative time is typically used for a sorted array or sorted linked list ADT. Since each item's time is stored "relative" to the previous item, the event manager need only examine the first element in the ADT on every clock-tick to determine if it should execute the registered event handler. Absolute time, on the other hand, is typically used in a heap-based implementation, due to the "partially-ordered, almost-complete binary tree" properties necessary to maintain the heap ADT.
The Virtual Memory Remapping Dimension
Regardless of the process architecture, minimizing the amount of memory-to-memory copying in a transport system is essential to achieve efficient network protocol performance [34] . In general, the cost of copying data provides an upper bound on user application throughput [11] . Selecting an efficient message management mechanism is one method for reducing copying overhead (see Section 3.2.1 below). A related approach uses virtual memory optimizations to avoid copying data altogether. For example, in situations where data must be transferred from one address space to another, the kernel architecture may remap the virtual memory pages by marking their page table entries as being "copy-on-write." In this copy-on-write scheme, memory is only physically copied if the sender or receiver changes a page's contents.
Page remapping techniques are particularly useful for transferring large quantities of data between separate address spaces on the same host machine. A common transport system operation that benefits from this technique involves transferring messages between user-space and kernel-space at the application interface level [35] . However, page remapping schemes are often difficult to implement effectively. For example, most remapping schemes align data in contiguous buffers that begin on page boundaries. Ensuring this alignment may be complicated by certain protocol operations such as message de-encapsulation (i.e., stripping headers and trailers as messages migrate up a protocol graph), presentation layer expansion [11] (e.g., uncompressing or decrypting an incoming message), and variable-size header options (such as those proposed to handle TCP options for long-delay paths [16] ). Moreover, remapping may not be useful if the sender or receiver writes on the page immediately, since a separate copy must be generated anyway [8] . Finally, for small messages, more overhead may be incurred in remapping and adjusting the page table entries, compared with simply copying the data in the first place.
Protocol Family Architecture Dimensions
protocol family architecture services pertain to network protocols and distributed applications, as opposed to the kernel architecture services, which are also utilized by many other applications and OS subsystems. The protocol family architecture provides intra-protocol and inter-protocol services that are commonly used by network protocols in a protocol graph. Intra-protocol services involve the creation and deletion of sessions, whereas inter-protocol services involve message management, multiplexing and demultiplexing of messages, and layer-to-layer flow control. This section examines the inter-protocol services.
The Message Management Dimension
Transport systems provide services for exchanging messages between processes on local and remote hosts. Standard message management operations include (1) storing messages in buffers as they are received from network interfaces, (2) adding and/or removing headers and trailers from messages as they flow through the protocol graph, (3) fragmenting and reassembling messages to fit into network maximum transmission units, (4) storing messages in buffers for transmission or retransmission, and (5) reordering messages received outof-sequence [5] . To improve efficiency, these operations must minimize the overhead of dynamic memory management and also avoid unnecessary data copying, as described in the following paragraphs:
(1) Dynamic Memory Management: Network traffic has traditionally exhibited a bi-modal distribution of sizes, ranging from large messages for bulk data transfer to small messages for remote terminal access and voice applications. Therefore, message managers must efficiently allocate, deallocate, and coalesce fixedsized and variable-sized chunks of memory dynamically. However, message management schemes are often tuned for a particular range of message sizes. For instance, the BSD message management facility divides its buffers into 112 byte and 1,024 byte blocks. This implementation leads to non-uniform performance behavior when incoming and outgoing messages vary in size between small and large blocks. As discussed in [2] , more uniform performance curves may occur if message managers support a wide range of message sizes as efficiently as they do large and/or small messages.
(2) Data Copy Avoidance: As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, memory-to-memory copying is a significant source of transport system overhead. Naive message managers that physically copy messages between each protocol layer are prohibitively expensive. Therefore, more sophisticated implementations avoid data copying via techniques such as buffer-cut-through [36, 37] and copy-on-write optimizations [35] . Buffer-cut-through passes messages "by reference" through multiple protocol layers to avoid excessive memory-to-memory copying. Likewise, copy-on-write techniques use lazy evaluation, reference counting, and buffer-sharing to avoid making unnecessary copies. Moreover, these schemes may be combined with the virtual memory remapping optimizations described in Section 3.1.3.
Message managers use different methods for reducing data copying and facilitating buffer sharing. For instance, BSD and System V UNIX attach multiple buffers together to form linked-lists of message fragments. Adding data to the front or rear of a buffer list only involves relinking pointers, and does not require any data copying. The x-kernel employs an alternative approach using a directed-acyclic-graph (DAG)-based data structure [35] . This method improves support for sharing data between protocol layers, since the DAGs allow multiple "parents" to share all or part of a message stored in a single "child." This is important for reliable protocols such as RPC or TCP, which maintain "logical" copies of messages at certain protocol layers in case retransmission is necessary.
The Multiplexing and Demultiplexing Dimension
Multiplexing and demultiplexing are mechanisms that select which session(s) in an adjacent protocol layer should receive an incoming or outgoing message. The sender typically performs multiplexing, which directs outgoing messages emanating from some number of higher-layer sessions onto a smaller number of lowerlayer sessions [12] . The receiver typically performs demultiplexing, which directs incoming messages up to their associated sessions. Multiplexing and demultiplexing are orthogonal to data copying; depending on the message management scheme, messages need not be copied as they multiplex and demultiplex throughout the protocol graph [35] .
Demultiplexing is typically more complicated than multiplexing since senders possess knowledge of their entire transfer context such as message destination address(es) (e.g., connection identifiers, port numbers, and/or Internet IP addresses) and which network interfaces to use [11] . On the other hand, when a network controller receives an incoming message, it generally has no prior knowledge of the message's validity or eventual destination. To obtain this information, the receiver must inspect the message header and perform demultiplexing operations that select which higher-layer protocols should receive the message. Moreover, demultiplexing operations may occur several times as messages move from the network controller, up through the protocol layers, and finally to user processes. Depending on the process architecture, demultiplexing activities may also incur high synchronization and context switching overhead, since multiple processes may need to be awakened, scheduled, and executed. These factors help explain why receivers, rather than senders, are often performance bottlenecks in distributed systems [38, 39] As described below, four key multiplexing and demultiplexing dimensions include synchronization, layering, searching, and caching.
(1) Synchronization: Multiplexing and demultiplexing may occur either synchronously or asynchronously, depending primarily on whether a horizontal or vertical process architecture is employed (see Figure 3) . For example, vertical process architectures such as the x-kernel use synchronous multiplexing and demultiplexing since messages do not pass between separate process address spaces. Therefore, intra-process upcalls and subroutine calls may be used to transfer messages up and down the protocol graph, instead of using more expensive asynchronous inter-process communication techniques such as message queues.
Horizontal process architectures such as System V STREAMS, on the other hand, often utilize asynchronous multiplexing and demultiplexing. In this scheme, message queues buffer data passed between processes in the layered protocol graph. Since message queues do not necessarily block the sender, it is possible to process messages in each protocol layer concurrently, potentially increasing overall throughput. However, this advantage may be offset by the additional context switching overhead incurred when moving the messages between the processes.
(2) Layering: As shown in Figure 7 (1), multiplexing and demultiplexing may occur multiple times as messages traverse up or down the protocol graph. This layered approach differs from the de-layered approach shown in Figure 7 (2). In the de-layered approach, multiplexing and/or demultiplexing is performed only once, usually at either the highest-or lowest-layer of the protocol graph.
Layered multiplexing and demultiplexing has several advantages [12] . First, it promotes modularity, since layers interoperate only at well-defined "service access points" (SAPs). This enables services offered at one layer to be developed independently from other layers. Second, it conserves lower-layer resources like active virtual circuits by sharing them among higher-layer sessions. Such sharing may be useful for high-volume, wide-area, leased-line communication links, where it is expensive to reestablish a dedicated virtual circuit for each transmitted message [40] . Finally, layered approaches may be useful for coordinating related streams in multimedia applications (such as synchronized voice and video), since messages synchronize at each SAP boundary.
The main disadvantages of layered approaches arise from the additional multiplexing and demultiplexing processing incurred at each layer. For example, in a horizontal process architecture, multiple levels of demultiplexing may lead to increased context switching and synchronization overhead. This overhead also enlarges 
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Figure 7: Layered and De-Layered Multiplexing and Demultiplexing
the variance in packet latency (known as "jitter"), which is detrimental to the quality of service for delay-and jitter-sensitive multimedia applications such as interactive voice or video. De-layered multiplexing and demultiplexing is an alternative approach that generally decreases jitter since there is less contention for transport system resources at a single lower-layer SAP from multiple higherlayer data streams [12] . De-layered approaches are well-suited for both vertical process architectures and connectional parallelism. Likewise, in a horizontal process architecture, the de-layered approach reduces both the number of processes and protocol layers, which may reduce the context switching overhead.
However, the de-layered approach also has several disadvantages. First, it expands the degree of demultiplexing at the lowest layer. This violates certain protocol layering assumptions, since the lowest layer is now responsible for demultiplexing on addresses (such as connection identifiers or port numbers) that are actually associated with protocols several layers above in the protocol graph. Second, the amount of context information stored within every intermediate protocol layer increases since sessions are replicated and not shared [12] .
(3) Searching: Implementing multiplexing and demultiplexing schemes involves some type of searching. The search key represents an external identifier (such as a network address, port number, or type-of-service field). This key is used to locate an internal identifier (such as a pointer to a protocol control block or a network interface) that specifies the associated session context. Several common search algorithms include direct indexing, sequential search, and hashing.
Certain transport protocols such as TP4 and VMTP pre-compute connection identifiers during the connection establishment phase to simplify subsequent demultiplexing operations. If the identifiers shave a small range of values, the demultiplexing operation may simply index directly into the associated session context. On the other hand, if a protocol does not support connection identifiers or if the range of identifier values is too large, a sequential search may be used instead. For example, BSD UNIX demultiplexes TCP and UDP associations by performing a sequential search on external identifiers formed by a <source addr, source port, destination port> tuple. Although sequential search is simple to implement, it does not scale up well if the system has hundreds or thousands of external identifiers representing active connections. In this case, some form of hashing (such as bucket-chaining) is often required.
(4) Caching: Several additional optimizations augment the search mechanisms discussed above, including single-or multiple-item caches, along with list reorganization heuristics that move recently accessed control blocks to the front of the search list or hash bucket. If applications form "message-trains" (where a sequence of back-to-back messages are destined for the same higher-level session), then a single-item control block cache is a relatively efficient, straight-forward implementation [41] . However, single-item caching is insufficient when applications do not form message-trains. Moreover, when calculating how well a particular caching scheme affects the cost of demultiplexing it is important to consider (1) the "miss ratio" (i.e., how many times the desired external identifier is not in the cache) and (2) the number of list entries that must be examined when a cache miss occurs (i.e., the longer the search list, the higher the cost of a cache miss).
In general, the choice of search algorithms and caching optimizations impact overall transport system and protocol performance significantly. Hashing, combined with caching, produces a measurable improvement when searching large lists of control blocks corresponding to active network connections [2] .
The Layer-to-Layer Flow Control Dimension
Layer-to-layer flow control occurs between various levels in a transport system. At the application interface level, for example, flow control is often performed by "blocking" a user process that attempts to send and/or receive more data than the inner-level sessions are capable of handling at that moment. Likewise, within the protocol family architecture level, layer-to-layer flow control prevents higher-layer sessions from flooding lower-layer sessions with more messages than they are equipped to process and/or buffer. Layer-to-layer flow control has a significant impact on protocol performance. For example, empirical studies demonstrate the importance of matching buffer sizes and flow control strategies at each layer in the protocol family architecture [1] .
Per-queue flow control and per-process flow control are two general mechanisms for controlling the layerto-layer flow of messages:
Per-Queue Flow Control: Flow control may be implemented by putting a limit on the number of messages or total number of bytes that are queued between sessions in adjacent protocol layers. For example, a horizontal process architecture like System V STREAMS limits the size of the message queues that store information passed between adjacent sessions and/or user processes.
Per-Process Flow Control:
Flow control may also be performed in a more "coarse-grained," perprocess manner. For example, in the x-kernel's vertical process architecture, an incoming message is discarded if a light-weight process is not available to shepard the message up through the protocol graph.
Survey of Existing OS Transport System Architectures
This section surveys the transport system architectures for the System V UNIX, BSD UNIX, x-kernel, and Choices operating systems. Unless otherwise noted, the systems described include System V Release 4, BSD 4.3 Reno, x-kernel 3.2, and Choices 6.16.91. Section 4.1 gives a brief summary of each system. Section 4.2 compares and contrasts each system using the taxonomy dimensions listed in Table 1 .
System Overviews
This section outlines the primary software components and process architectures for each surveyed transport system in order to highlight the design decisions made by actual systems. In addition, a transport system profile corresponding to the taxonomy depicted in Table 1 is presented with each overview (note that ND stands for "not defined").
System V STREAMS
The System V STREAMS architecture emphasizes modular components that possess uniform interfaces. It was initially developed for terminal drivers and was later extended to support network protocols and local Process Architecture (1) coroutines, (2) [42] . The Table 2 illustrates the transport system profile for System V STREAMS. In the discussion below, the uppercase word "STREAMS" refers to the overall System V transport system mechanism, whereas the word "Stream" refers to a full-duplex protocol processing and data transfer path between a user application and a device driver.
As shown in Figure 8 , the three main layers in the System V STREAMS architecture include three primary components: STREAM heads, STREAM modules, and STREAM drivers. A STREAM head segments the user data into discrete messages. These messages are passed "downstream" from the STREAM head though zero or more STREAM modules to the STREAM driver, where they are transmitted by a network controller to the appropriate network. Likewise, the driver also receives incoming messages from the network. These messages are passed "upstream" through the modules to the STREAM head, where a user process may retrieve them. STREAM modules may be inserted and/or removed dynamically between the head and the driver. These modules implement protocol processing services like encryption, compression, reliable message delivery, and routing. The following paragraphs describe each STREAMS component in detail:
STREAM Heads: STREAM heads are a special type of STREAM module situated on "top" of a Stream, directly "below" the user process (as shown in Figure 8 ). STREAM heads provide a queueing point for exchanging data and control information between an application (running as a user process) and a Stream (running in the kernel). Each STREAM component is linked together with its adjacent components via a pair of "reading" and "writing" queues. These queues hold lists of messages sorted by up to 256 different priority levels. Since the System V application interface does not use virtual memory remapping techniques, the STREAM head also performs memory-to-memory copying to transfer data between a user process and the kernel.
STREAM Modules:
Each STREAM module performs its protocol processing operations on the data it receives before forwarding the data to the next module. In this way, STREAM modules are analogous to "filter" programs in a UNIX shell pipeline. Unlike a UNIX pipeline, however, data is passed as discrete messages between modules, rather than as a byte-stream. Applications may "push" and/or "pop" STREAM modules on or off a Stream dynamically in a "last-in, first-out" (LIFO) order. Each read and write queue in a module contains pointers to subroutines that (1) implement the module's protocol processing operations and (2) regulate layer-to-layer message flow between modules.
Two important subroutines associated with each queue are called "put" and "service." The put subroutine is run when synchronous or asynchronous events occur on a queue (e.g., when a user process sends a message downstream or a message arrives on a network interface). It performs protocol processing operations that must be invoked immediately such as handling high-priority TCP "urgent data" messages. The service subroutine, on the other hand, is used for protocol operations that either do not execute in a short, fixed amount of time (e.g., performing a three-way handshake to establish an end-to-end network connection) or that will block (e.g., due to layer-to-layer flow control). The service subroutines interact as coroutines. For example, when a queue's service subroutine is run, it performs protocol processing operations on all the messages waiting in the queue. When the service subroutine completes, its processed messages will have been passed to the appropriate adjacent STREAM module in the Stream. Next, the service routine STREAM Drivers: STREAM drivers are a special type of STREAM module that fall into two main categories: device drivers and multiplexor drivers. Device drivers exist at the "bottom" of a Stream. They typically manage hardware devices, performing activities such as handling network controller interrupts and converting incoming packets into messages (described below) suitable for upstream modules. Multiplexor drivers may be linked between a STREAM head and a STREAM driver, just like a STREAM module. Unlike a STREAM module, however, a multiplexor driver is linked with multiple Streams residing directly "above" or "below" it. Multiplexor drivers implement network protocols such as TCP and IP that receive data from multiple sources (e.g., different user processes) and send data to multiple sources (e.g., different network interfaces).
Messages:
Data is passed between STREAM heads, STREAM modules, and STREAM drivers in discrete chunks via an abstraction called a message. Messages consist of a control part (e.g., destination addresses, length field, and checksum) and one or more data parts (i.e., the message "payload"). Messages are passed upstream and downstream "by reference" to reduce memory-to-memory copying. A message is represented as a <message control block, data control block, variable length data buffer> tuple. This tuple minimizes memory-to-memory copying costs by sharing a common <data buffer> among several <message control block, data control block> headers.
System V STREAMS supports a variant of the horizontal process architecture. Conceptually, it provides a "process-per-module" architecture, where one or more "logical" processes are associated with a STREAM module's put and service subroutines. However, these subroutines are executed outside the context of any kernel or user process, bypassing the standard UNIX kernel process scheduling mechanism. This design results from an effort to (1) minimize the kernel state information required for process management and (2) reduce context switching overhead when moving messages between modules.
The "process-per-module" architecture is implemented by scheduling and executing the service subroutines associated with the read and write queues in a STREAM module. However, the service procedures are run only at certain times such as just before returning from a system call and just before a user process is put to sleep. Unfortunately, this design decision makes it difficult to support applications with isochronous or bounded delay requirements, since STREAM modules are neither scheduled nor run with any precise real-time guarantees. (1) non-uniform, (2) list-based Mulitplexing/Demultiplexing (1) hybrid, (2) layered, (3) sequential-search, (4) single-item Flow Control ND Table 3 : BSD UNIX Profile
BSD UNIX
BSD UNIX provides a transport system framework that supports multiple protocol families such as the Internet, XNS, and OSI protocols [8] . BSD provides a general-purpose application interface called sockets. Unlike the standard UNIX pipe and signal IPC mechanisms, sockets allow bi-directional communication of arbitrary amounts of data between unrelated processes on local and remote hosts. Table 3 illustrates the transport system profile for BSD UNIX.
The concept of a communication domain is central to BSD's multiple protocol family design. A domain specifies both a protocol family and an address family. Each protocol family implements a set of protocols corresponding to standard socket types in the domain (e.g., SOCK STREAM for reliable byte-stream communication and SOCK DGRAM for unreliable datagram communication). An address family defines an address format (e.g., the address size in bytes, number and type of fields, and order of fields) and a set of subroutines that interpret the address format (e.g., to determine which subnet an IP message is intended for). BSD supports address families for the Internet domain, XEROX NS domain, OSI domain, and UNIX domain (which only exchanges information between sockets on the local host).
There are three main layers in the BSD transport system design: the socket layer, protocol layer, and network interface layer. Data are exchanged between these layers in discrete chunks called mbufs. Socket layer services are similar to System V STREAM heads. One difference is that STREAM heads support up to 256 levels of message priority, whereas sockets only provide 2 levels ("in-band" and "out-of-band"). The protocol layer coordinates algorithms and data structures that implement the various BSD protocol families. The network interface layer provides a software veneer for accessing the network controller hardware. The following paragraphs describe the major BSD protocol layer components in more detail:
The Socket Layer: A socket is a typed object that represents a bi-directional end-point of communication. Sockets provide a queueing point for data that is transmitted and received between user applications (running as user processes) and the protocol layers (running in the kernel). Open sockets are identified via socket descriptors. These descriptors index into a kernel table containing socket-related information such as send and receive buffer queues, the socket type, and control blocks for the associated protocol layer. When a socket is created, a new table slot is initialized based on the specified "socket type" (e.g., SOCK STREAM or SOCK DGRAM). Socket descriptors share the same name space as UNIX file descriptors. This allows many UNIX applications to communicate transparently using different kinds of devices such as remote network connections, files, terminals, printers, and tape drives.
The Protocol Layer: BSD's protocol layer contains multiple sublayers. Protocol families are created by composing these sublayers. For instance, in the Internet protocol family, the TCP sublayer is linked to the IP sublayer below it. Each protocol sublayer stores session context information in control blocks that represent open end-to-end network sessions. Internet domain control blocks include the inpcb (which stores the source and destination host addresses and port numbers) and the tcpcb (which stores the TCP state machine variables such as sequence numbers, retransmission timer values, and statistics for network management).
Each inpcb also contains links to sibling inpcbs (which store information on other active network sessions in the protocol sublayer), back-pointers to the socket data structure associated with the protocol session, and other relevant information such as routing-table entries or network interface addresses.
The Network Interface Layer: Messages arriving on network interfaces are handled by a software interrupt-based mechanism, as opposed to dedicating a separate kernel "process" to perform network I/O. Interrupts are used for two primary reasons: (1) they reduce the context switching overhead that would result from using separate processes and (2) the BSD kernel is not multi-threaded. There are two levels of interrupts: SPLNET and SPLIMP. SPLNET has higher priority and is generated when a network controller signals that a message has arrived. When an SPLNET hardware interrupt occurs, the incoming message is placed in the appropriate network interface protocol queue (e.g., the queue associated with IP processing). Next, an SPLIMP software interrupt is posted, informing the kernel that higher-layer protocols should be run when the interrupt priority level falls below SPLIMP. When the SPLIMP interrupt handler is run, the message is removed from the queue and processed to completion by higher-layer protocols. If a message is not discarded by a protocol (e.g., due to a checksum error) it typically ends up in a socket receive queue, where user processes may retrieve it.
Mbufs: BSD UNIX uses the mbuf data structure to manage messages as they flow between protocol layers. An mbuf's representation and its associated operations are similar to a System V STREAMS message. Mbuf operations include subroutines for allocating and freeing mbufs and lists of mbufs, as well as for adding and deleting data to an mbuf list. These subroutines are designed to minimize memory-to-memory coping. Mbufs store lists of incoming messages and outgoing protocol segments, as well as other dynamically allocated objects like the socket data structure. There are two primary types of mbufs: small mbufs, which contain 128 bytes (112 bytes of which are used to hold actual data), and cluster mbufs, which use 1 kbyte pages to minimize fragmentation and reduce copying costs via reference counting.
BSD uses a single-threaded, vertical process architecture residing entirely in the kernel. User processes enter the kernel when they invoke a system call. Due to flow control, multiple user processes (that are sending data to "lower" protocol layers residing in the kernel) may be blocked simultaneously at the socket layer (and are therefore unable to continue processing messages down to the network interface layer). However, since the BSD kernel is single-threaded, only one process is permitted to run as incoming messages are passed up to "higher" protocol layers.
x-kernel
The x-kernel is a modular, extensible transport system kernel architecture designed to support prototyping and experimentation with alternative protocol and session architectures [2] . It was developed to demonstrate that layering and modularity is not inherently detrimental to network protocol performance [24] . The xkernel supports protocol graphs that implement a wide range of standard and experimental protocol families, including TCP/IP, Sun RPC, Sprite RCP, VMTP, NFS, and Psync [26] . Unlike BSD UNIX, whose protocol family architecture is characterized by a static, relatively monolithic protocol graph, the x-kernel supports dynamic, highly-layered protocol graphs. Table 4 illustrates the transport system profile for the x-kernel.
The x-kernel's protocol family architecture provides highly uniform interfaces to its services, which manage three communication abstractions that comprise protocol graphs [2] : protocol objects, session objects, and message objects. These abstractions are supported by several other reusable software components, including a message manager (an abstract data type that encapsulates messages exchanged between session and protocol objects), a map manager (used for demultiplexing incoming messages between adjacent protocols and sessions), and an event manager (based upon timing wheels [31] and used for timer-driven activities like TCP's adaptive retransmission algorithm). In addition, the x-kernel provides a standard library of microprotocols, which are reusable, modular software components that implement services common to many network protocols. These services include sliding window transmission and adaptive retransmission schemes, Table 4 : x-kernel Profile request-response RPC mechanisms, and a "blast" algorithm that uses selective retransmission to reduce channel utilization [10] . The following paragraphs describe the x-kernel's primary software components:
Protocol Objects: Protocol objects are software abstractions that represent network protocols in the xkernel. Protocol objects belong to one of two "realms," either the asynchronous realm (e.g., TCP, IP, UDP) or the synchronous realm (e.g., RPC). The x-kernel implements a protocol graph by combining one or more protocol objects into a flexible configuration. A protocol object contains a standard set of subroutines that provide uniform interfaces for two major services: (1) creating and destroying session objects (which maintain a network connection's context information) and (2) demultiplexing message objects up to the appropriate higher-layer session objects. The x-kernel uses the map manager abstraction to implement efficient demultiplexing. The map manager associates external identifiers (e.g., TCP port numbers or IP addresses) with internal data structures (e.g., session control blocks). It is implemented as a chained-hashing scheme with a single-item cache.
Session Objects: A session object maintains context information associated with a local end-point of a network connection. For example, session objects store the context information for active TCP state machines. Protocol objects create and dispose session objects dynamically. For instance, when an application opens multiple connections, one or more session objects will be created within certain protocol objects in the protocol graph. The x-kernel supports operations on session objects that involve "layer-to-layer" activities such as exchanging messages between higher-level and lower-level sessions. However, the x-kernel's protocol family architecture framework does not provide standard mechanisms for "end-to-end" session architecture activities such as connection management, error detection, or end-to-end flow control. A related project, Avoca, builds upon the basic x-kernel facilities to provide these end-to-end services [10] .
Message Objects: Message objects encapsulate control information and user data that flows "upwards" or "downwards" through the graph of session and protocol objects. In order to decrease memory-to-memory copying and to implement message operations efficiently, message objects are implemented using a "directedacyclic-graph" (DAG)-based data structure. This DAG-based scheme uses "lazy-evaluation" to avoid unnecessary data copying when passing messages between protocol layers [35] . It also stores message headers in a separate "header stack" and uses pointer arithmetic on this stack to reduce the cost of prepending or stripping message headers.
The x-kernel employs a "process-per-message" vertical process architecture that resides in either the OS kernel or in user-space. The kernel implementation maintains a pool of light-weight processes (LWPs). When a message arrives at a network interface, a separate LWP is dispatched from the pool to shepard it upwards through the graph of protocol and session objects. In general, only one context switch is required to shepard a message through the protocol graph, regardless of the number of intervening protocol layers. The x-kernel also supports other context switch optimizations that (1) allow user processes to transform into kernel processes via system calls when sending message and (2) allow kernel processes to transform into user processes via upcalls when receiving messages [23] . Table 5 : Conduit Profile
The Choices Conduit
The Conduit provides the protocol family architecture, session architecture, and application interface for the Choices operating system [43] . Choices is being developed to study the characteristics of object-oriented techniques for the design and implementation of OS kernel and networking services. 3 For example, the design of ZOOT (the Choices TCP/IP implementation) uses object-oriented language constructs and design methods such as inheritance, dynamic binding, and delegation [44] to implement the TCP state machine in a highly modular fashion. Together, Choices and the Conduit provide a general-purpose transport system. Table 5 illustrates the transport system profile for the Choices Conduit. In the discussion below, the "Conduit" refers to the overall transport system, whereas a "Conduit" corresponds to an abstract data type used to construct and coordinate various network protocols.
There are three major components in the Conduit: Conduits, Conduit Messages, and Conduit Addresses. A Conduit is a bi-directional communication abstraction, similar to a System V STREAM module. It exports operations that allow Conduits (1) to link together and (2) to exchange messages with adjacently linked Conduits. Conduit Messages are typed objects exchanged between adjacent Conduits in a protocol graph. Conduit Addresses are utilized by Conduits to determine where to deliver Conduit Messages. All three components are described in the following paragraphs:
The Conduit Base Class and Subclasses: A Conduit provides the basis for implementing many types of network protocols including connectionless (e.g., Ethernet, IP, ICMP, and UDP), connection-oriented (e.g., TCP and TP4), and request-response (e.g., RPC and NFS) protocols. It is represented as a C++ base class that provides two types of operations that are inherited and/or redefined by derived subclasses. One type of operation composes protocol graphs by connecting and disconnecting Conduits instances. The other type of operation inserts messages into the "top" and "bottom" of a Conduit. A Conduit has two ends for processing data and control messages: the top end corresponds to messages flowing down from the application; the bottom end corresponds to messages flowing up from the network interface.
The Conduit C++mechanisms such as inheritance and dynamic binding to express the commonality between the Conduit base class and its various subclasses. These subclasses represent specializations of abstract network protocol classes that provide Virtual Circuit and Datagram services. For instance, the Virtual Circuit Conduit and Datagram Conduit are examples of Conduit subclasses. Both subclasses export the "connect, disconnect, and message insertion" services inherited from the Conduit base class. In addition, they also extend the base class interface by supplying operations that implement their particular services. For example, a Virtual Circuit Conduit provides an interface for managing end-to-end "sliding window" flow control. It also specifies other properities associated with virtual circuit protocols such as reliable, in-order, unduplicated data delivery. These two subclasses are themselves used as base classes for further specializations such as the TCP Conduit and Ethernet Conduit subclasses, respectively.
Conduit Messages:
All messages that flow between Conduits have a particular type. This type indicates the contents of a message (e.g., its header and data format) and specifies the operations that may be performed on the message. Messages are derived from a C++ base class that provides the foundation for subsequent inherited subclasses. Different message subclasses are associated with the different Conduit subclasses that represent different network protocols. For example, the IP Message and TCP Message subclasses correspond to the IP Conduits and TCP Conduits, respectively. Conduit Message subclasses may also encapsulate other messages. For instance, an IP message may contain a TCP, UDP, or ICMP message in its data portion.
Conduit Addresses:
Conduit Addresses indicate where to deliver Conduit Messages. The three main types of Conduit Addresses are explicit, implicit, and embedded. Explicit addresses identify entities that have a "well-known" format such as IP addresses. Implicit addresses, on the other hand, are "keys" that identify particular session control blocks associated with active network connections. For example, a socket descriptor in BSD UNIX is an implicit address that specifies which session control block to reference. Finally, an embedded address is an explicit address that forms part of a message header. For example, the fixed-length, 14 byte Ethernet headers are represented as embedded addresses since passing a separate explicit address object is neither time nor space efficient.
The Conduit is implemented in user-space and the relationship of processes to Conduits and Conduit Messages is a hybrid between vertical and horizontal process architectures. Messages are escorted through the Conduit protocol graph via "walker-processes," which are similar to the x-kernel "process-per-message" mechanism. Depending on certain conditions, a user process "walks" outgoing messages most of the way up or down the protocol graph. However, when a message crosses an address space boundary (or must be stored in a buffer due to flow control), it remains there until some mechanism moves it to an adjacent Conduit. These mechanisms involve either (1) a daemon process residing in the Conduit that buffered the message or (2) another process that knows how to retrieve the message from the flow control buffer. In this scheme, the number of processes required to escort a message through the chain of Conduits corresponds to the number of flow control buffers between the application and network interface layer.
System Comparisons
This section compares and contrasts the four surveyed transport systems using the taxonomy dimensions and alternatives presented in Table 1 . Section 4.2.1 focuses on the kernel architecture dimensions described in Section 3.1 and Section 4.2.2 focuses on the protocol family architecture dimensions described in Section 3.2.
Comparison of Kernel Architecture Dimensions
The Process Architecture Dimension: The surveyed transport systems exhibit a range of process architectures. System V STREAMS uses a variant of the horizontal process architecture known as a "process-permodule" approach. However, as described in Section 4.1.1, the standard System V STREAMS approach does not associate a heavy-weight OS process per module, in an effort to reduce context switching overhead and minimize kernel state information required for process management.
The x-kernel and BSD UNIX utilize variants of the vertical process architecture. The x-kernel supports highly-layered protocol graphs that use a "process-per-message" approach that is tuned to avoid excessive context switching and IPC overhead. BSD UNIX uses a vertical approach that behaves differently depending on whether messages are flowing "up" or "down" through a protocol graph. For example, BSD allows multiple processes into the kernel for outgoing messages, but permits only one process to handle incoming messages.
The Conduit uses a hybrid "process-per-buffer" approach, which is a cross between "process-per-message" and "process-per-module." Each Conduit containing a flow control buffer may be associated with a separate light-weight process.
The Event Management Dimension: BSD UNIX store pointers to subroutines in linked-list callout queue, where preregistered subroutines are called when a timer expires. System V, on the other hand, maintains a heap-based callout table, rather than a sorted list or array. The heap-based implementation outperforms the linked-list approach under heavy loads [32] . The x-kernel uses timing wheels [31] instead of either callout lists or heaps.
The Virtual Memory Remapping Dimension: Recent versions of x-kernel provide virtual memory remapping [35] for transferring messages between application process and the kernel. The Conduit, System V STREAMS and BSD UNIX, on the other hand, do not provide this support.
Comparison of Protocol Family Architecture Dimensions
In general, the x-kernel is more comprehensive in specifying the service interfaces for its protocol family architecture components compared with the other surveyed transport systems. For example, it provides uniform interfaces for operations that manage the protocol, session, and message objects comprising its highly-layered protocol graphs. In addition, it also specifies uniform interfaces and implementations for event management and multiplexing and demultiplexing activities. System V STREAMS specifies the STREAM module interfaces, along with certain operations involving layer-to-layer flow control. BSD UNIX and the Conduit, on the other hand, do not systematically specify the session, multiplexing, demultiplexing, and flow control services in their protocol family architecture.
The Message Management Dimension: System V STREAMS messages and BSD mbufs use a linear-listbased approach. On the other hand, the x-kernel uses a DAG-based approach that separates messages into "header stacks" and "data graphs." The x-kernel uses this more complex DAG-based message manager to handle certain requirements of highly-layered protocol graphs such as minimizing the memory-to-memory copying between protocol layers.
The Multiplexing and Demultiplexing Dimension:
The four surveyed transport systems possess a wide range of multiplexing and demultiplexing strategies. The x-kernel provides the most systematic support for these operations. It provides a map manager that uses a hash table mechanism with a single-item cache. The other transport systems provide less systematic and non-uniform mechanisms.
In particular, System V STREAMS and the Conduit do not define a standard multiplexing and demultiplexing interface. Moreover, for outgoing messages, the Conduit involves an extra multiplexing operation compared to the x-kernel scheme. In the x-kernel, a single operation transfers outgoing messages from a higher-layer session object down to lower-layer session object. A Conduit, on the other hand, requires two operations to send a message: (1) it locates the appropriate session connection descriptor associated with the lower-level Conduit and (2) then passes the message down to that associated Conduit.
The BSD UNIX multiplexing and demultiplexing mechanisms differ depending on which protocol sublayer and protocol family are involved. For instance, its IP implementation uses the 8-bit IP message typeof-service field to index into an array containing 256 entries that correspond to higher-layer protocol control structures. On the other hand, its TCP implementation uses sequential search with a one-item cache to demultiplex incoming messages to the appropriate connection session. As described in Section 3.2.2, this implementation is inefficient when application data arrival patterns do not form message-trains [41] .
The Layer-to-Layer Flow Control Dimension: With the exception of System V STREAMS, the surveyed transport systems do not provide uniform layer-to-layer flow control mechanisms. Each STREAM module contains high-and low-watermarks that manage flow control between adjacent modules. Downstream flow control operates from the "bottom up." If all STREAM modules on a Stream cooperate, it is possible to control message flow by exerting "back-pressure" up the STREAM module stack to the user process.
In BSD UNIX, flow control occurs at several locations in the protocol architecture. At the socket level, flow control uses the high-and low-watermarks stored in the socket data structure. The BSD kernel puts a process to sleep if it tries to send data that exceeds a socket's highwater mark. Unlike System V, however, BSD UNIX has no standard mechanism for applying back-pressure between protocol components such as TCP and IP. Instead, it simply discards messages when buffers become full.
The x-kernel and the Conduit provide less systematic flow control support. The x-kernel uses very coarsegrained flow control by discarding incoming messages if there are no light-weight processes available to shepard them up the protocol graph. The Conduit does not provide a standard mechanism to manage flow control between modules in a given stack of Conduits. Each Conduit passes a message up or down to its neighbor. If the neighbor is unable to accept the message, the operation either blocks or returns an error code (in which case the inserter may either discard the message or store it for later retransmission). This approach allows each Conduit to determine whether it is a "message-discarding" entity or a "patiently-blocking" entity.
Summary
This paper describes a model that illustrates the major levels of abstraction in a transport system architecture. A taxonomy of six key transport system services is presented and used to compare different design alternatives found in four existing commercial and experimental operating systems. Our research group at University of California, Irvine is currently using this taxonomy to guide our research on highly modular and efficient transport system designs [45] . We are building an environment for developing, experimenting with, and analyzing various strategies that associate network protocol and session configurations with high-performance networks. This environment is called ADAPTIVE, "A Dynamically Assembled Protocol Transformation, Integration, and Validation Environment." ADAPTIVE helps determine protocol designs that satisfy both the multimedia application requirements and underlying network characteristics. By evaluating the alternatives described in the taxonomy, we have developed an object-oriented transport system architecture that is wellsuited for both performance and experimentation [46] .
Based upon our survey of the literature and existing systems, we view the following as important open research issues pertaining to transport systems:
Which transport system levels (e.g., application interface, session architecture, protocol family architecture, kernel architecture) incur the most communication performance overhead?
Which choices from among the taxonomy dimensions and alternatives improve the overall communication performance? For example, which process architecture and parallelism models result in the highest performance, and under what conditions (e.g., application requirements and network characteristics) are certain models preferred?
How will the performance bottlenecks shift as the boundary between hardware and software changes? For instance, the high cost of message management operations such as fragmentation and reassembly may be greatly reduced if they are performed in hardware, as proposed for ATM.
Which transport system profiles are best suited for multimedia applications running in high-performance network environments? Moreover, what are the appropriate design strategies and implementation techniques required to provide integrated support for multimedia applications that run on general-purpose workstation operating systems? Much additional empirical research is necessary to address these research questions adequately. We hope this paper helps to clarify essential issues and relationships that arise when designing high-performance transport system architectures.
